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Cytokinesis entails cell invagination by a contractile
actomyosin ring. In epithelia, E-cadherin-mediated
adhesion connects the cortices of contacting cells;
thus, it is unclear how invagination occurs, how the
new junction forms, and how tissue integrity is
preserved. Investigations inDrosophila embryos first
show that apicobasal cleavage is polarized: invagi-
nation is faster from the basal than from the apical
side. Ring contraction but not its polarized constric-
tion is controlled by septin filaments and Anillin.
Polarized cleavage is due instead to mechanical
anchorage of the ring to E-cadherin complexes.
Formation of the new junction requires local adhe-
sion disengagement in the cleavage furrow, followed
by new E-cadherin complex formation at the new
interface. E-cadherin disengagement depends on
the tension exerted by the cytokinetic ring and by
neighboring cells. We uncover intrinsic and extrinsic
forcesnecessary for cytokinesis andpresent a frame-
work for understanding how tissue cohesion is
preserved during epithelial division.
INTRODUCTION
Epithelia are mechanical and chemical barriers essential for the
physiological function of all organs. This property stems from
the tight association between cells supported by adhesionmole-
cules, in particular, E-cadherin (E-cad) localized at adherens
junctions. E-cad complexes, which comprise E-cad molecules
engaged in homophilic complexes, b-catenin (b-cat), a-catenin
(a-cat), and supporting actin filaments (F-actin), stabilize cell
junctions (Harris and Tepass, 2010; Yonemura, 2011). Epithelial
cells have polygonal shapes that reflect the stability of all junc-
tions (Lecuit and Lenne, 2007). Epithelia also exhibit plasticity
during development when epithelial tissues undergo morpho-
genesis (Lecuit and Lenne, 2007; Nishimura and Takeichi,
2009). Epithelial remodeling involves cell shape changes or the
dynamics of cell junctions. The loss and gain of adhesive inter-
faces allows cell intercalation and tissue convergent extension
(Bertet et al., 2004; Blankenship et al., 2006) or cell adaptation
to tissue stress (by intercalation [Aigouy et al., 2010] and delam-Developmination [Eisenhoffer et al., 2012; Marinari et al., 2012]). Cell divi-
sion in an epithelium is also a striking manifestation of epithelial
remodeling. During division, a new cell interface is formed and
two new three-way junctions, called vertices, arise (Gibson
et al., 2006). Moreover, the new interface establishes E-cad-
based adhesion to be stable. The analysis of epithelial clones
in Drosophila, for instance, shows that they remain compact,
indicating that adhesion between daughter cells is strong
enough to prevent cell-cell dissociation. In the adult, the need
to maintain an epithelial barrier function requires that adhesion
be established during or soon after cell division. How is adhe-
sion of the epithelium maintained during division, and how is
it restored in the new interface during division? How do the
mechanical forces required for cytokinesis preserve tissue integ-
rity during division? Although cell division in isolated cells is one
of the most understood cell biological processes, surprisingly
little is known about how adhesion is regulated during epithelial
division.
Another characteristic of cell division in an epithelium is that
cells are mechanically connected to their neighbors, raising the
question of how this imparts division. Cytokinesis involves
formation of a cleavage furrow through the assembly and subse-
quent contraction of an actomyosin ring connected to the
plasma membrane in the equator (Glotzer, 2005; Green et al.,
2012). Cytokinesis is thus an active process powered by the
tensile activity emerging from the motor nonmuscle Myosin-
II (MyoII) working against crosslinked actin filaments. The
assembly of the cytokinetic ring is induced by the concerted
action of the Centralspindlin complex localized by the spindle
midzone and of actomyosin flow toward the equator (Levayer
and Lecuit, 2012). The RhoGEF Ect2 controls Rho1 activation
at the cleavage furrow and MyoII phosphorylation. The actin
crosslinker Anillin and septins, which form linear, heteromeric
filaments, participate in the assembly of the ring at the mem-
brane. In isolated cells, such as floating cells in a petri dish, or
cells loosely adhering to a substratum, the mechanical action
of the cytokinetic ring is largely unhindered. It is only resisted
by the viscosity of the cytoplasm and the stiffness of the cortex.
In prophase and metaphase, the cell rounds up, presumably, to
facilitate mitotic spindle assembly and positioning. This is due to
increased hydrostatic pressure and increased cortical stiffness
(Kunda et al., 2008; Stewart et al., 2011) induced in Drosophila
by phosphorylation of the ERM protein Moesin (Kunda et al.,
2008), and activation of the RhoGEF Ect2 at the entire cortex
(Matthews et al., 2012). During anaphase and cytokinesis, how-
ever, the cortex becomes again more compliant due to Moesinental Cell 24, 227–241, February 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 227
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and Ect2 relocalization to the cleavage furrow (Matthews et al.,
2012). Thus, during cytokinesis, the cortex is relatively soft to
allow furrow invagination. However, in epithelial cells, intercel-
lular adhesion would be expected to oppose cell deformation
during cleavage furrow invagination because, apart from neuro-
blast precursors of the neuroectoderm, cell division occurs in the
plane of the epithelium (Le Borgne et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2001)
and adhesion couples the cortices of contacting cells. Cell adhe-
sion could be transiently lost during division and restored again
afterward, with the immediate consequence of potentially weak-
ening epithelial barrier function during division. If cells are
strongly adhering, however, then how could the junctions be
cleaved during division to allow equal partitioning of polarity
and adhesive complexes? The tension of the neighboring cells
and cell adhesion would mechanically resist deformation of the
cell-cell interface during division.
In this article, we investigate the mechanics of epithelial divi-
sion to understand how adhesion is regulated during cytoki-
nesis, namely, how/whether adhesion is downregulated and
restored in the end and how it imparts on cytokinesis. We use
the Drosophila embryo as a model because cell divisions are
numerous and lend themselves to quantitative imaging and
because we can easily dissect the mechanics and genetics of
epithelia.
RESULTS
During Division, Epithelial Cells Maintain Their Polarity
and Remain Adhesive
At first glance, dividing cells go through similar shape changes in
epithelia and in isolated cells in culture. Epithelial cells divide in
the plane of the tissue. Labeling cells with a membrane marker,
the palmitoylated protein Gap43, we found that, in embryos,
epithelial cells first rounded up, then adopted a ‘‘peanut’’ shape
due to constriction of the cleavage furrow, and finally restored
their polygonal shape (Figures 1A and 1B; Movie S1, upper
panel, available online). A simple solution to facilitate division
of epithelial cells would be if cells lose intercellular adhesion
and even cell polarity during cytokinesis. Isolating cells from their
neighbors could uncouple cell deformation associatedwith cyto-
kinesis from the tension of neighbors. We stained embryos with
the polarity proteins Par3, called Bazooka (Baz) in Drosophila,
and aPKC. Both proteins were still found at the interface
between dividing and nondividing cells and were concentrated
apically (0.5 mm from the apical most surface), and at back-
ground levels laterally (4 mm from apical surface), as in nondi-
viding cells (Figures S1A–S1C’). This was true at the cell rounding
stage (Figures S1A and S1A’), the ‘‘peanut’’ stage (Figures 1B
and 1B’), and at completion of division (Figures S1C and S1C’).
The components of the adhesion complexes b-cat, called Arma-
dillo (Arm) in Drosophila, and a-cat were similarly present at the
apical cortex of dividing cells at all stages of cell division (Figures
S1A–S1C’). We also looked at E-cadherin::GFP distribution in
time-lapse sequences, using a knockin line replacing the endog-
enous E-cad protein (E-cad::GFPKI). Like b-cat/Arm and a-cat,
E-cad::GFPKI was polarized (Figure 1C; Movie S1, lower panel).
There was a marginal reduction of mean E-cad::GFP inten-
sity (Figure 1C). We conclude that, as schematized in Figures228 Developmental Cell 24, 227–241, February 11, 2013 ª2013 ElsevS1A’–S1C’, during epithelial cell division, cells keep an apico-
basal polarity and remain adhesive.
How do cells divide if they remain mechanically connected to
their neighbors by E-cadherin-based adhesion?
Polarized Ingression of the Cleavage Furrow
One striking characteristic of epithelial cell division is visible
when cells are viewed from the side (Figure 1D). We imaged cells
expressing Gap43::Cherry to mark the apical and lateral cell
surfaces, and nonmuscle MyoII regulatory light chain called
Spaghetti-squash (Sqh) in Drosophila (here called MyoII::GFP),
to label the cleavage furrow. In cross-section, the apical and
basal portions of the ring are visible as spots that can be tracked
as the ring closes (Figure 1E). Interestingly, the furrow pro-
gressed more rapidly from basal to apical than from apical to
basal in the reference of neighboring epithelial cells in both early
(stage 8, Figure S1D) and late (stage 10, Figure 1E) embryos. This
was visible in kymographs (Figures 1E’ and S1D’). Quantification
showed an about 2-fold difference in invagination speeds in both
early (Figure S1E) and late (Figures 1F and 1G) embryos.
This raises the possibility that ring contractility may be inher-
ently polarized along the apicobasal axis, thereby pulling the
basal surface more rapidly than the apical one. We thus looked
at the distribution of components of the cytokinetic ring.
Distribution of Myo-II, F-Actin, hSep7/Pnut, and Anillin
during Cytokinesis
Constriction of the cleavage furrow during cytokinesis requires
actomyosin contractility. We investigated the distribution of
core regulators of actomyosin network assembly or contractility,
namely MyoII, Septin, and Anillin, which all have been implicated
in cytokinesis in different organisms (reviewed in Green et al.,
2012; Kechad et al., 2012). We looked at the Drosophila ortholog
of human Septin 7 (hSep7) called Peanut (Pnut) (Neufeld and Ru-
bin, 1994), fused to mCherry together with MyoII::GFP. In
parallel, we looked at Anillin::GFP distribution. In time lapses,
side imaging showed that both mCherry::Pnut and Sqh::GFP
(Figures 2A and 2B) and Anillin::GFP (Figure 2D) decorated the
entire ring, apically and basally. There was a slight enrichment
of MyoII::GFP and Anillin::GFP apically at early stages, and
conversely, a slight enrichment of mCherry::Pnut basally (Fig-
ure 2B). Such polarity disappeared midway through cytokinesis.
MyoII heavy chain, called Zipper in Drosophila, was also slightly
enriched apically in early stages of cytokinesis (Figure S2A).
Actin was not enriched at the cleavage furrow and showed no
apparent polarity in density, as demonstrated by a Phalloidin
staining to mark F-actin (Figure 2C). Similar labeling of actin
was observed using GFP fusions to the actin binding domain
of Utrophin (Figure S2B).
Septins and Anillin Control Furrow Constriction but Not
Polarized Ingression
The polarized ingression of the cleavage furrow is unlikely due to
the polarized distribution of MyoII or Anillin, as invagination is
faster where MyoII and Anillin are lower (basal). hSep7/Pnut
polarity could potentially contribute, although its enrichment is
modest. To test directly the potential role of Septin and Anillin,
we knocked down the function of these genes. We looked at
pnutXP mutant embryos, an amorphic pnut allele (Adam et al.,ier Inc.
Figure 1. Epithelial Cytokinesis Is Driven by a Polarized Ingression from Basal toward Apical
(A) Schematic showing an apical view of a dividing cell (dark gray), and its surrounding neighbors (light gray). Junctions are shown in green and the cytokinetic ring
is shown in purple.
(B) Image from live imaging of Gap43::Venus embryos showing the different step of cytokinesis. Yellow asterisks mark the dividing cell, and green asterisks show
the daughter cells.
(C) Quantification E-cadherin intensity during cytokinesis (n = 30).
(D) Schematic showing a lateral view of a dividing cell (dark gray).
(E) Live imaging (upper panel) and schematics (lower panel) of MyoII::GFP (purple) and Gap43::Cherry (green) embryos showing side view of the different steps of
asymmetric ring constriction at stage 10.
(E’) Kymograph showing apical and basal displacement of the ring indicated by the white box in (E).
(F) Quantification and schematics showing the relative position of the ring toward ring closure position (n = 15). Lines on the schematic correspond to ring
perimeter.
(G) Plot of apical versus basal speed showing that the basal speed (Vbas) is twice as fast as the apical speed (Vap). Scale bars, 5 mm. Error bars represent SD.
See also Figure S1 and Movie S1.
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bution, we induced germline clones (GLC; Experimental Proce-
dures). In pnutXP mutants, Sep1 is not detected (Adam et al.,
2000; Fares et al., 1995), which is consistent with the fact that
hSep7/Pnut is essential for septin filament assembly (Weirich
et al., 2008). We compared MyoII::GFP dynamics in wild-type
and pnutXP mutants. In the wild-type, the ring takes about 20 sDevelopmto form. Its constriction lasts between 100 and 150 s (Figure 2E;
Movie S2, left) and is monotonic (Figure 2H), with a mean speed
of 0.3 ± 0.02 mm s1 (Figure S2C). Assembly of the ring was de-
layed in pnutXP mutants as it lasted about 90 s (not shown). Ring
constriction was also markedly reduced compared to the wild-
type (mean speed, 0.08 mm s1; Figures 2F and 2I; Figure S2C;
Movie S2, right). This indicates that septins are required forental Cell 24, 227–241, February 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 229
Figure 2. Septin and Anillin Control Furrow Contraction but Not Polarized Ingression
(A and B) Lateral live imaging (A) and quantification (B) of MyoII::GFP, Pnut::Cherry. The apical/basal mean intensity ratio shows a slight enrichment of Pnut in the
basal part of the ring as soon as it starts to constrict (n = 13).
(legend continued on next page)
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movement of the ring, however, showed that the ingression
was still polarized, with a more rapid basal-to-apical movement
(Figure 2J). Similar results were observed in embryos with a
strong knockdown of Anillin using RNAi (Figures 2G, 2I, and
2J; Movie S3). The protein was reduced by 84% (based on
western blots; Figures S2E–S2G). The ring constriction rate
was reduced 3-fold, with a mean speed of 0.1 mm s1. However,
the ingression was still normally polarized, as in wild-types (Fig-
ure 2J; Figure S2C). We conclude that the polarized ingression of
the ring is not controlled by polarized distribution ofMyoII, Anillin,
or septins. This argues that the contractility of the ringmay be the
same apically and basally.
TheMechanical Properties of the Ring Are Not Polarized
To test this further, we probed the mechanical properties in the
ring using laser nanodissection.
We used a laser pulses to cut the ring labeled with MyoII::GFP.
A line cut apically or basally caused a relaxation of the ring,
readily apparent in the first image after ablation (300 ms, Fig-
ure 3A). The ring then relaxed to a new steady-state configura-
tion (at 4 s; Figure 3A; Movie S4) as visualized in a kymograph
spanning the ring (Figure 3A’). Apical ablation left intact the base
of the ring and vice versa (Movie S5). We quantified the opening
of the cut region due to relaxation of the cytokinetic ring, which
we modeled as an elastic spring relaxing in a viscous medium
(see Experimental Procedures). The ablation induces a scar of
width X0 = 0.6 mm, which we measured when ablation failed to
relax the ring (presumably because of incomplete ablation),
causing a local bleach of MyoII::GFP (Figure 3D). This scar
then rapidly expanded when the ring was cut and relaxed (Fig-
ure 3E). The relaxation was well fitted with an exponential (Fig-
ure 3F), consistent with the model. We extracted in log plot
(Figure 3F’) the constant k/m, where k is the elastic modulus of
the ring and m is the friction during relaxation. Assuming m
uniform, this allowed us to compare k apically and basally (see
Experimental Procedures). Figure 3G shows that no significant
difference could be detected between apical and basal relax-
ations (Movie S4; p = 0.25). In pnutXP mutants, however, where
ring constriction was strongly slowed down (Figure 2I), we found
a significant reduction of the apical relaxation compared to the
wild-type (Figures 3B and 3B’ and Figures 3F’’ and 3G; Movie
S4; p = 0.008), suggesting that ring stiffness was also reduced.
Therefore, the mechanical properties of the ring appear similar
apically and basally. This suggests that the tension exerted by
the ring apically and basally might be indistinguishable.
Role of Adherens Junctions in Basal-to-Apical Furrow
Ingression
Furrow ingression was measured within the reference of con-
tacting epithelial cells and, therefore, with respect to apical cell(C) Double immunostaining of F-actin (phalloidin) and MyoII::GFP.
(D) Lateral live imaging of UAS-Anillin::GFP.
(E–G) 3D reconstruction of MyoII::GFP rings showing ring contraction over time
(H and I) Graphs showing ring perimeter shortening over time in wild-type (H), in
(J) Quantification and schematics showing the apical and basal positions of the rin
13 and 19, respectively). Scale bars, 10 mm. Error bars represent SD.
See also Figure S2 and Movies S2 and S3.
Developmjunctions. A bias in ring ingression would then naturally arise if
the ring was contracting uniformly while being lifted ‘‘upward’’
by a mechanical anchorage to junctions. Consistent with this
hypothesis, the deformations of the ring looked the same apically
and basally when we projected the successive contours of the
ring on to their respective center of mass, which otherwise
moved apically (Figures S2D and S2D’). This could not occur if
contraction rates were different.
To test the possible anchoring function of junctions, we first
analyzed the deformation of the cleavage furrow with respect
to E-cad. Three-dimensional (3D) reconstitution of time-lapse
sequences of embryos expressing E-cad::GFP and MyoII::
mCherry shows that the apical portions of the ring are in contact
with junctions for the most part of cell division (for side views,
Figure 4A; Movie S6, left; for top x-y views, Figure 5A; Movie
S7, top left) as basal-to-apical ingressionprogresses (Figure 4A’).
The actin meshwork that supports E-cad complexes’ stability at
junctions is thus likely connected to the actin filaments of the
cytokinetic ring.
We then looked at e-cadRNAi and a-catRNAi embryos, where
E-cad::GFP is eventually lost from apical junctions (Cavey et al.,
2008). Remarkably, in both cases, ingression is not polarized
(Figures 4B and 4B’), and the centers of symmetry of the ring
at successive stages of cytokinesis are all superimposed on
each other (Figure 4B’’), in sharp contrast to wild-types where
the centers of symmetry move apically (Figure 4A’). Accordingly
speeds of ingression were nearly identical for the apical and
basal sides of the ring, in contrast to wild-types (Figure 4B’’).
Contractility of the ring was, however, normal in these condi-
tions: the ring contracts at a normal speed (Figure S2C), and
the ring relaxation was not significantly different in wild-types
and a-cat RNAi embryos (Figures 3C and 3G; Movie S4; p >
0.05). Finally, in conditions where ecad RNAi is mosaic and
causes a heterogeneous distribution of E-cadherin complexes,
the ring remains attached to and constricts toward the remaining
E-cad clusters as shown on Figure 4C. Together, these observa-
tions indicate that the integrity of adherens junctions is required
for the apical anchoring of the contractile ring and for polarized
furrowing.
Although the speed of ring relaxation after cut, which relates to
the ring mechanical properties, was the same apically and
basally (Figure 3G), the ring enlarged to a greater extent around
apical cuts, where junctions contact the ring, than around basal
cuts (Figure 3H). This could reflect the tension exerted by the
neighboring cells via adherens junctions. Consistent with this,
removing adherens junctions in a-cat RNAi embryos caused
a reduction in the fold deformation following ablation apically.
However, no change was observed in pnutXPmutants compared
to wild-types (Figure 3H).
If so, the ring should experience an increasing anisotropic
stress (Figure 4D) at the points of contact with E-cad complexes,in wild-type (E) and in pnutXP mutants (F) and in anillin RNAi embryos (G).
pnutXP mutant (purple), and in anillin RNAi (green) (I).
g in pnutXPmutants (dotted line) and in anillin RNAi embryos (dashed line) (ns =
ental Cell 24, 227–241, February 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 231
Figure 3. Tension in the Ring Is Not
Polarized
(A–C) Images from time lapse showing the ring
before ablation (upper panel), 300 ms after abla-
tion (middle panel), and at the maximum relaxa-
tion step (bottom panel) in the apical and basal
parts of the ring in wild-type (A) or only apical for
pnutXP mutants (B) and a-catenin RNAi-injected
embryos (C).
(A’–C’) Kymographs are obtained by tracing a line
along the ring (yellow box) and show the relaxation
of the ring after ablation.
(D) Kymograph showing a failed ablation used as
a reference to estimate the size of the laser cut
looking at the bleached region (X0 = 0.6 mm, pixel
size = 80 nm).
(E–F’’) In (E) appears the kymograph of a
successful ablation, the size of the ring before
ablation (L), and the maximum relaxation step
(Lmax) were measured directly on the kymograph.
X(t) represents the size of the ablated region over
time, which is plotted on the graph (F). k/m values
were extracted from the plot (F’) of the log X(t) over
time by calculating the slope of the linear fitted
curve. In (F’’) appear several examples of log plot
curves for apical cut of WT ring (blue) and pnutXP
ring (orange).
(G) k/m values were plotted on the graph: Apical
WT, 3.18 304 ± 8.4 3 105; n = 6. Basal WT,
2.4 3 104 ± 4.2 3 105; n = 4. Apical a-catenin
RNAi, 2.59 3 104 ± 7.3 3 105; n = 5. Apical
pnutXP GLC, 1.76 3 104 ± 6.8 3 105; n = 7.
(H) Graph showing the Lmax/L values obtained
after ablation (apical WT: 1.37 ± 0.25; basal WT:
1.17 ± 0.17; apical a-catenin RNAi: 1.15 ± 0.10;
apical pnutXP GLC: 1.45 ± 0.26) (n y 15 for each
conditions). (see Experimental Procedures) Scale
bar, 5 mm. Error bars, SD.
See also Movies S4 and S5.
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ring during cleavage furrow invagination, first using side views
(Figure 4E). The ratio between the apicobasal diameter or height
(h) and the lateral diameter, or width (w) of the ring changed
during invagination. At the onset of cytokinesis, the contractile
ring was slightly elongated along the apical basal axis (h/w =
1.07) but became stretched in the plane of junctions as h/w drop-232 Developmental Cell 24, 227–241, February 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.ped down to 0.8 later during furrow invag-
ination (Figure 4E). This gradual change in
the direction of the contractile ring ellip-
ticity was also observed in 3D reconstitu-
tions of z stacks (Figure 4F), although
the absolute values of ellipticity were
different because of optical aberrations
along the optical axis (Figure 4G). To
test whether junctions are responsible
for this deformation, we measured ring
ellipticity in e-cad RNAi and a-cat RNAi
embryos and found that h/w no longer
declined, as opposed to the wild-type
(Figure 4G). We then reasoned that, if
ring contractility was reduced, the stressresulting from coupling to junctions should become stronger
than ring tension per se and ring ellipticity should be affected.
In pnutXP mutant and anillin RNAi embryos, where ring constric-
tion rate is reduced (Figure 2), the ring was consistently more
stretched in the plane of junctions than in controls, especially
when the ring was smaller, but also at the onset (Figures 4F
and 4G). This effect was then rescued in embryos mutant for
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Mechanics of Cytokinesis in Epithelial TissuespnutXPwith a-cat RNAi (Figure 4G). This suggests that the stress
that deforms the ring comes from its anchoring to adherens
junctions and that ring uniform contractility limits this effect
(Figure 4D).
How does cleavage in the plane of the junctions occur as it is
subjected to the antagonistic effects of actomyosin contraction
and adhesion-dependent mechanical resistance?
Cleavage at Junctions Requires Adhesion
Disengagement
We analyzed furrow invagination in embryos expressing MyoII::
Cherry and E-cad::GFP and imaged from the top in the plane
of junctions (Movie S7). When the ring begins to contract, the
junctions marked by E-cad::GFP are deformed and follow
the movement of the cleavage furrow (Figures 5A and 5B). At
the beginning of invagination, E-cad::GFP and MyoII::mCherry
colocalize (Figure 5A’). Shortly afterward, E-cad::GFP levels
decrease at the point where MyoII::mCherry contacts the cortex
(Figure 5B’). Subsequently, the ring appears to ‘‘detach’’ from
the junctions (Figures 5C and 5C’). The ring then further con-
stricts while the junctions relax back (Figure 5C). In kymographs
spanning the invagination, we delineate the cleavage, detach-
ment, and relaxation phases (Figure 5D). When this detach-
ment occurs, the MyoII::mCherry ring is still connected to the
plasma membrane marked by Gap43::GFP (Figure 5F), although
E-cad::GFP is apparently absent (Figure 5E). As this stage, the
new cell-cell membrane interface is formed, but no adhesion
is yet restored. As previously shown (Cavey et al., 2008), most
of the E-cad::GFP signal at adherens junctions corresponds
to homophilic adhesion clusters. The pool of monomeric and
rapidly diffusing E-cad::GFP has weaker fluorescence but can,
in fact, be detected in the invaginating membrane (Figure 5H,
top view; Figure 5I in kymograph; Movie S8). The new interface
that forms after adhesion disengagement is first devoid of E-cad-
herin clusters (Figure 5H, 200 s), and appears convoluted as
if being extensively remodeled. Clusters gradually form within
over a few minutes (Figures 5H and 5I, arrow at 320–430 s),
following Par3/Baz recruitment (Figures S3A and S3B). The
apparent detachment of the ring from the adherens junctions
thus marks a local disengagement of E-cad adhesion and the
formation of the new vertices (Figure 5C’’). There is a reduction
of E-cad::GFP in the cleavage furrow preceding the detachment
point (Figures 5B’ and 5B’’): themean E-cad::GFP intensity in the
furrow is reduced 57% (Figure S4G). This is consistent with
the interpretation of adhesion disengagement during junctional
cleavage. Transmission electron micrographs of dividing cells
showed the dissociation of the plasma membranes between
contacting cells at the point where the ring contacts the cortex
(Figure 5G; Figure S3C). This suggests that junction invagination
progresses with ring constriction up to a limit where the tension
of the contractile ring exceeds a threshold set by the strength of
the adhesion with neighboring cells.
Intercellular Adhesion Strength DefinesDisengagement
Threshold
We tested a first prediction of this hypothesis: namely, that adhe-
sion strength should affect the timing and spatial configuration of
junction cleavage. We varied the level of E-cadherin in early
(stage 8) and late (stage 10) embryos as E-cad concentrationDevelopmincreases during development. The wild-type control is the
knockin line E-cad::GFPKI with two copies of E-cad, as in wild-
types. We reduced E-cad concentration in E-cad::GFPKI/
embryos, where  denotes a null e-cad mutant allele (see
Experimental Procedures). The E-cad::GFP intensity at adherens
junctions was reduced in E-cad::GFPKI/ embryos (Figure 6A,
quantified in Figure S4E). E-cad was also overexpressed using
a transgene (ubi-E-cad::GFP). The maternally and zygotically
driven overexpression of E-cad::GFP with two copies of this
transgene caused elevated levels of E-cad::GFP in early and
late embryos (Figure 6A, quantified in Figure S4E). To monitor
ring ‘‘detachment’’ from cell junctions, we looked at MyoII::
Cherry together with E-cad::GFP.
We first observed that the adhesion disengagement and
new junction formation were delayed in ubi-E-cad::GFP homo-
zygous embryos (98 ± 17 s) compared to E-cad::GFPKI homozy-
gous embryos (55 ± 17 s), and occurred earlier in E-cad::GFPKI/
embryos (33 ± 6 s) (Figure 6B for kymographs; Figure 6E; Movie
S7). We then measured the deformation of the cell at the time
of detachment as the normalized difference between the cell
diameter at detachment (L) and when invagination begins (L0)
(Figure 6F). Deformation (1  L/L0) was greater in embryos over-
expressing E-cad and was reduced when E-cad was at lower
levels in early (Figures S4A and S4C) and late embryos (Fig-
ure 6G). We also measured the angle (q) of the invagination
and found that it was significantly larger when E-cad was
reduced and smaller following E-cad overexpression (Figure 6H;
Figure S4D).
The intensity of MyoII::Cherry in the cytokinetic ring was
the same in E-cad::GFPKI homozygous and ubi-E-cad::GFP
embryos (Figure S4F) so the delayed disengagement simply
reflects difference in adhesion strength.
We conclude that E-cad levels—and, therefore, adhesion
strength—control cell cleavage in the junctional plane.
Reducing Ring Contraction Delays Adhesion
Disengagement and Junction Formation
We then tested a second prediction of the model: namely, that
E-cadherin disengagement is induced mechanically by the
contraction of the cytokinetic ring. We looked in embryos ex-
pressing the normal levels of E-cadherin (Ecad::GFPKI 2X)
together with MyoII::mCherry and in which Anillin or Peanut/
hSep7 was knocked down using RNAi. Disengagement was
strongly delayed in both cases: in anillin RNAi (Figure 6C, left;
Movie S7, below left panels) and peanut RNAi embryos (Fig-
ure 6C, right; Movie S7, below right panels), disengagement
occurred at 234 ± 59 s and 284 ± 45 s, respectively, compared
to 55 ± 17 s (Figure 6E). As a consequence, the invagination of
the cleavage furrow was much deeper at the detachment point,
resulting in aberrant cell morphologies (Figure 6C; kymograph in
Figure 6D; quantified in Figures 6G and 6H).
Interestingly, in both anillin and peanut RNAi embryos, the
reduction of E-cad::GFP at the cleavage furrow did not occur
normally. We calculated the ratio of E-cad intensity at the
cleavage furrow at the disengagement point compared to
E-cad intensity at the beginning of the ring ingression. Whereas
in the wild-type, E-cad levels are reduced at the cleavage furrow
by 57%, in peanut RNAi and anillin RNAi, the levels are only
marginally reduced (6% and 23%, respectively; Figure S4G).ental Cell 24, 227–241, February 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 233
Figure 4. E-Cad Complexes Are Necessary for the Polarized Ingression of the Ring
(A–B’’) 3D reconstruction over time (in seconds) of E-cad::GFP, MyoII::Cherry embryos in WT (A), in a-catenin RNAi (B), and in e-cadherin RNAi embryos (B’). (A’)
and (B’’) show the perimeter of the ring during constriction inWT (A’) in a-cateninRNAi and e-cadherinRNAi embryos (B’’), at right. Quantification of the apical and
basal positions of the ring as a function of time (seconds) in a-catenin RNAi (dotted line) and e-cadherin RNAi (dashed line) embryos are shown in (B’’), at left. The
ratio between the basal (Vbas) and apical (Vap) velocities is reduced (1.3 and 0.97, respectively), compared to WT (Figure 2).
(C) 3D reconstruction of E-cad::GFP (green) and MyoII::mCherry (purple) cytokinetic ring in e-cadherin RNAi-injected embryos where E-cadherin distribution is
not uniform. Note that the ring is attached on one side only (right, arrowhead) to E-cad complexes and that the constriction occurs toward this point.
(D) Schematic illustrating extrinsic (red arrows) and intrinsic (orange double arrows) forces during cytokinesis.
(E) Lateral images of MyoII::GFP embryos (upper panel). The ring ellipticity (ratio h/w) is shown as a function of ring perimeter (a proxy for time), where h is the
apicobasal and w is the lateral diameter of the ring.
(legend continued on next page)
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Closer inspection of dividing cells with higher levels of E-cad
show interesting asymmetries between both sides of the
cleavage furrow (Figure 6A). The invagination can be very deep
on one side and remain shallow on the other, producing very
different angles (Figure 6A, right; quantified in Figure S4H). This
explains the increased scattering of the angle q of the invagi-
nation in late embryos overexpressing E-cadherin compared
to embryos with normal or even reduced E-cad expression
(Figure 6H).
We reasoned that this asymmetry might stem from the fact
that E-cad complexes transmit at cell interfaces the tension
coming from surrounding cells and that this extrinsic ten-
sion might contribute to disengagement in addition to ring
tension. Given the anchoring of the cytokinetic ring to the cell
junctions, the tug of war between ring contraction and external
tension transmitted by E-cadherin complexes might result in
asymmetric invagination. Consistent with this, we noticed that
failure to invaginate correlatedwith the presence of a neighboring
junction contacting the cleavage furrow, suggesting that a pulling
force may oppose invagination (Figure 7A; Movie S9). The pres-
ence of a junction from neighboring cells on one side of the
cleavage furrow was frequent (52% of cell divisions) (Figure 7B).
The angle of the furrow when the cytokinetic ring detached from
the junctionswas consistently larger where the neighboring junc-
tion was located than on the opposite side (Figure 7C), and
invagination was asymmetric (Figure S4H).
MyoII was frequently enriched in neighboring junctions (Fig-
ure 7A, arrows), consistent with the idea that neighboring cells
exert tension. To test the role of extrinsic tension on neighbors,
we cut the tissue along a line in the vicinity of a dividing cell (Fig-
ure 7D; Movie S10) and perpendicular to cytokinetic ring. This is
expected to ‘‘isolate’’ mechanically the diving cell. This caused
symmetric ingression of the cell and a striking delay in the
detachment of the ring from the cell junctions, as shown on the
kymographs of Figure 7E (lower panel). Disengagement was
not observed after 180 s, whereas it normally happens at 98 ±
17 s (Figure 6E).
Together, these observations indicate that extrinsic tension
facilitates disengagement and junction formation during epithe-
lial cytokinesis.
DISCUSSION
Epithelial cells divide in the plane of the tissue, allowing the
equal partitioning of polarity proteins. We delineate two major
events during epithelial cytokinesis that shed light on how this
is controlled (Figure 7F). Cleavage progresses along the apico-
basal axis and is polarized, as it is faster from basal to apical
(Figure 1). This is not due to polarized contraction of the ring
(Figures 2 and 3) but to apical anchoring of the ring to E-cad
complexes (Figure 4). Second, cleavage occurs in the plane of
junction and involves local adhesion disengagement (Figure 5).
In contrast to standard cytokinesis, we delineate intrinsic and(F and G) 3D reconstructions of top images (F) and quantification (G) showing the
RNAi (dark green), pnutXPmutants (light purple), anillinRNAi (dark purple), and pnu
bars represent SD in (B’’) and SEM in (E) and (G).
See also Movie S6.
Developmextrinsic mechanical processes operating during epithelial cyto-
kinesis. Contractility of the ring itself is dependent on septins
and Anillin (Figures 2 and 3). Ring contraction is resisted by
intercellular adhesion mediated by E-cadherin complexes (Fig-
ure 6) and by tension from neighboring cells transmitted by
adhesion (Figure 7). Thus, E-cad-based adhesion plays a pivotal
role in epithelial cytokinesis by anchoring the contractile ring,
while its disengagement uncouples intrinsic and extrinsic tensile
activity.
Intrinsic and Extrinsic Regulators of Cytokinesis
We show that, in Drosophila embryos, epithelial cells exhibit
polarized cleavage furrow ingression. This is likely to be general
in epithelial cells, albeit at different magnitudes. MDCK cells too
divide from the basal side toward the apex (Reinsch and Kar-
senti, 1994), and neuroepithelial cells in vertebrates partition
the basal body first before the more apical part of the cell (Das
et al., 2003; Kosodo et al., 2008). Polarized cleavage is not a
property unique to epithelial cells, however. Embryonic cleavage
in several species exhibit a range of patterns, from com-
pletely unilateral cleavage, as reported in jellyfish (Clytia and
Beroe) and Ctenophores (Pleurobrachia) (http://celldynamics.
org/celldynamics/gallery/timelapse.html), to partly asymmetric
cleavage in the one-cell-stage C. elegans embryos (Maddox
et al., 2007). In the latter case, polarized ingression of the
cleavage furrow is stochastic and correlates with heterogene-
ities in the recruitment of the actin crosslinker Anillin and of
septins. In anillin and septin knockdowns, cleavage becomes
symmetric (Maddox et al., 2007). This contrasts with activators
ofMyoII, such asRho kinase, which affects the speed of contrac-
tion but not its polarity. Thus, in nonepithelial cells, polarized
cleavage is a purely autonomous process governed by hetero-
geneities in regulators of contractility. We find, however, that in
Drosophila embryos, polarized cleavage is not determined by
polarized distribution of Anillin and septins or by differential
biomechanical properties of the ring. Septins display a marginal
yet significant enrichment basally, and Anillin is slightly enriched
apically (Figures 2A and 2D). However, invagination was still nor-
mally polarized along the apicobasal axis in both peanutmutants
and anillin RNAi embryos (Figure 2J), despite strong reduction in
constriction rate (Figure 2I). Moreover, we could not detect
a significant difference between apical and basal relaxation
kinetics following ablation in wild-types. The ablation kinetics
reflects the relative effect of stiffness in the ring and friction
internal to the ring and with the cytoplasm. With the caveat
that we cannot directly measure the latter and assume it is
uniform (as in other studies; Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2009;
Mayer et al., 2010; Rauzi et al., 2008), these ablation experiments
indicate the relative stiffness in the ring. The fact that relaxation is
faster (<5 s) than turnover of the internal components of the ring,
such as MyoII (>10 s; Figure 3F; Carvalho et al., 2009), substan-
tiates the idea that we measure mostly the elastic relaxation of
the ring and not a quasi-static relaxation associated with turn-
over/movements of ring components (Mayer et al., 2010).ellipticity (h/w) of the ring in WT (red), a-catenin RNAi (light green), e-cadherin
tXP + a-catenin RNAi embryos (blue) (nR 15, for each). Scale bars, 10 mm. Error
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Figure 5. Cleavage at Junctions Requires Adhesion Disengagement
(A–D) Top views (A–C’’) and kymograph (D) of E-cad::GFP, MyoII::mCherry embryos showing ring constriction. When the ring starts to constrict, junctions
invaginate (cleavage phase, A–A’’ and D), until a point where E-cad is reduced in the furrow, indicated by an arrow in (B’), and invagination stops (disengagement
phase, B–B’’ and D). The ring then ‘‘detaches’’ from junctions, as shown in (C) and (C’), and themembrane still invaginates with the ring (C’’). The junctions relax in
the relaxation phase (D).
(E and F) Top views of live imaging of E-cad::GFP, Gap43::Cherry, and Gap43::GFP merged with MyoII::mCherry during the relaxation phase.
(G) Transmission electron microscopy image at the relaxation step. The membranes detach (asterisk) between the invaginating membrane attached to the ring
(arrow) and the neighboring cells. E-cadherin complexes are maintained (arrowhead) between the dividing cell and its neighbors.
(H and I) Top views (H) and kymograph (I) of E-cad::GFP embryos showing the formation of the new adhesive contacts between two daughter cells. E-cad
complexes (arrow) are formedy200 s after the new contact is formed. The kymograph in (I) is obtained by drawing a line in the white box from a to b (H). Scale
bars, 10 mm.
See also Figure S3 and Movies S7 and S8.
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small rings contracted at a constant rate in wild-types but also in
anillin or septin mutants, although it was strongly reduced in the
latter cases. This contrasts with reports in C. elegans, where
constriction was scaling with ring size, suggesting a mechanism
based on disassembly of contractile units whose number scales
with ring size (Carvalho et al., 2009). This difference may stem
from the fact that cytokinesis is especially rapid in Drosophila
embryos (about 150 s). Alternatively, it could reflect the epithelial
nature of the divisions reported in our study.
Our evidence argues instead that polarized ingression de-
pends largely on apical anchoring of the ring to E-cad com-
plexes. First, E-cad complexes colocalize with the contractile
ring for the most part of invagination. Second, ingression is
symmetric in either e-cad or a-cat RNAi embryos. Although
E-cad complexes, in particular a-cat, can recruit regulators of
MyoII (Ratheesh et al., 2012), this cannot explain polarized invag-
ination of the ring, since apical and basal relaxations are not
significantly different in wild-types and in a-cat RNAi embryos.
E-cad complexes transmit actomyosin tension in epithelia (Le-
cuit et al., 2011). Two sets of observation support the idea that
junctions exert pulling forces on the ring due to anchoring. The
ring is stretched laterally as it constricts, and this requires apical
junctions via e-cad and a-cat (Figures 4D–4G). The relative
deformation of the ring following ablation is larger apically than
basally, and this also requires cell junctions (Figure 3H). It is
striking that extrinsic and intrinsic regulators of the ring contrac-
tion have very different effects on ring dynamics. In the absence
of Pnut or Anillin, the ring constriction is reduced but it is still
polarized. However, following e-cad or a-cat depletion, ring
constriction is normal but symmetric. We conclude that the
mechanical connection of E-cad complexes to the contractile
ring causes polarized invagination. It is possible that, in other
systems, both intrinsic and extrinsic regulation will operate in
parallel to increase the cleavage asymmetry. This may be impor-
tant in highly columnar epithelial cells or when adhesion is lower
and unable to resist the ring tension.
Polarized cleavage effectively separates apical and basal
cleavage, adhesion complexes being a barrier separating the
apical and lateral domains. The central problem becomes:
How does cleavage occur at adherens junctions?
Role and Mechanism of Adhesion Disengagement in
Cytokinesis
We delineate two critical phases in junctional cleavage. First, the
adherens junctions invaginate with the actomyosin ring, consis-
tent with the fact that the ring is anchored to the junctions. During
this phase, E-cad intercellular adhesion is stable in the face of
the tension exerted by the ring, and E-cad colocalizes with the
ring at the point of coupling (Figures 5A’ and 5A’’). Invagination
of junctions then stops as E-cad levels decrease in this area
(Figures 5B’ and 5B’’). However, ring constriction continues
and appears to detach from junctions.We interpret this as a point
of adhesion disengagement (Figure 5C’’). Adhesion disengage-
ment marks the formation of the new vertices and of the new
junction between daughter cells. Electron microscopy images
show this membrane disengagement (Figure 5G; Figure S4C).
Consistent with this, the membrane still invaginates with the
actomyosin ring (Figure 5F), although E-cad is still not detectedDevelopm(Figure 5E). Closer examination shows that E-cadmonomers are
present at this late stage of cytokinesis but that adhesion
complexes form gradually from this stage onward (Figures 5H
and 5I). It is striking that adhesion is very locally (<1 mm out of
40 mmof junction perimeter) and transiently (200 s) perturbed
during division. As shown in Movie S8, in the first 150 s, E-cad
clusters immediately adjacent to the cleavage furrow remain in
position as the junction invaginates. This suggests that the
cortex can be extensively remodeled locally. It likely reflects
the fact that tension induces membrane flows with respect to
the actin-rich cortex and argues that E-cad-mediated adhesion
does not prevent membrane flow during disengagement. Inter-
estingly, local disengagement allows local cell deformation
without affecting the overall shape of cell contacts. Consistent
with the idea that adhesion is locally disengaged, the amount
of E-cad has a strong impact on the timing and depth of
junctional cleavage. Increasing E-cad delays disengagement
(i.e., the formation of the new junction, inducing strong cell defor-
mations; Figure 6). More generally, this implies that increasing
adhesion may provide an efficient mechanism to prevent local
cell-cell disengagement when internal tension is used to remodel
junctions during morphogenesis. In apical constriction in the
Drosophila mesoderm, actomyosin cables pull on the junctional
cortex and reduce junction lengths (Martin et al., 2009). If adhe-
sion was not strong enough, local disengagement would occur
and junctions could not remodel. The fact that adhesion disen-
gagement is local and transient during cytokinesis is also prob-
ably key to the overall maintenance of cell polarity and adhesion
during epithelial division.
We propose that adhesion disengagement is mechanically
induced by tension in the cytokinetic ring and by tension
from neighboring cells. When the cumulated tension is higher
that the adhesive force, disengagement occurs. Consistent
with this, disengagement and formation of the new junction is
strongly delayed in mutants that reduce the constriction of
the cytokinetic ring, namely, in septin mutants and in Anillin
knockdown embryos (Figures 6C–6H). Likewise, ablation of
neighboring cells delays disengagement. It is, however, possible
that adhesion is also locally disrupted by either E-cad endocy-
tosis (Levayer et al., 2011) or phosphorylation of b-cat/Arm (Tam-
ada et al., 2012).
Adhesion complexes transmit cell tension exerted by neigh-
boring cells. Surrounding junctions and, more specifically, MyoII
cables oriented toward or near the cleavage furrow strongly
affect furrow invagination when E-cad is present at high levels
(Figure 7A). The invagination in this case is very shallow, sug-
gesting a tug of war between intrinsic (ring contraction) and
extrinsic tension (MyoII cables in neighbors). This results in
asymmetric furrows in the plane of junctions due to the asym-
metric distribution of MyoII cables around the cell. When E-cad
is expressed at lower levels, even if surrounding junctions are
oriented toward the cleavage furrow, invagination is unaffected
and symmetric (Figure 6). We propose that E-cad complexes
sensitize cells to their mechanical environment. Thismay provide
a mechanism for cells to integrate stress coming from the envi-
ronment. It will be important to explore how E-cad levels may
affect cells responsiveness to extrinsic stress during division
by affecting the timing of the formation of the new junction by
local disengagement and the resulting cell shape and topology.ental Cell 24, 227–241, February 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 237
Figure 6. Intercellular Adhesion Strength Defines Disengagement Threshold
(A) Top views of E-cad::GFP showing the beginning of ring constriction (upper panels) and maximum junctional invagination (lower panel) at stage 10 with one,
two, or four copies of E-cad (left, middle, and right panels, respectively).
(B) Corresponding kymographs of E-cad::GFP (upper panel), MyoII::mCherry (middle panel), andmerge (lower panel) showing the ring constriction and junctional
invagination in embryos with one, two, or four copies of E-cad (left, middle, and right panels, respectively). Blue arrowheads show the beginning of constriction,
white arrows mark the disengagement.
(C and D) Top views (C) and kymographs (D) of E-cad::GFP, MyoII::mCherry in anillin RNAi (left), and peanut RNAi (right) embryos.
(E) Quantification of the time until disengagement showing that increasing E-cadherin levels or decreasing ring contraction delays disengagement. Error bars
show SD (E-cad::GFPKI/, 33 s ± 6 s; Ecad::GFPKI, 55 s ± 17 s; ubi-Ecad::GFP, 98 s ± 18 s; anillin RNAi, 231 s ± 59 s; and peanut RNAi, 283 s ± 45 s).
(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 7. Tension of the Surrounding Cells
Affects the Cytokinesis
(A) Top views of Ubi-E-cad::GFP, MyoII::mCherry
embryos showing cytokinesis next to myosin
cables in neighboring cells. The side of the ring
that is connected to the myosin cable (arrows) did
not ingress normally. Black and white images
on the left show the position of the myosin
cables (arrows). Color images correspond to the
white box in the black and white images. Scale
bars, 10 mm.
(B and C) Schematic (B) and quantification (C)
showing maximum angle of ingression where the
ring is connected to a neighboring junction
(orange, q = 141 ± 20) and on the opposite side
(purple, q = 81 ± 20), a situation that presents in
52% of divisions, and when the ring is not linked to
any junction (green, q = 76 ± 21), a situation in
48% of cases.
(D) Top view of MyoII::mCherry embryos before
ablation (upper panel), after ablation (middle
panel), and at the end of constriction (lower panel).
The red dashed line shows the ablation.
(E) Kymographs of ring constriction in ubi-
E-cad::GFP and MyoII::mCherry without abla-
tion (upper panel) or after ablation (lower
panel). Disengagement is marked by a white
arrow without ablation (upper panel). The time
of ablation is marked by red arrowheads. The
yellow asterisk (lower panel) indicates the
cell with the yellow asterisk in (D). Note that,
after ablation, there is no disengagement
before the completion of the cytokinetic ring
contraction.
See also Movies S9 and S10.
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Fly Strains and Genetics
Mutants
shotgun (shg) encodes E-cad in Drosophila.We used shg2, an amorphic allele,
to reduce the level of E-cad in embryos. spaghetti-squash (sqh) encodes the
regulatory light chain of nonmuscle Myosin-II. We used the sqhAX3 null allele
and rescued it with a genomic transgene expressing Sqh::GFP under its
own promoter (R. Karess) or Sqh::mCherry (A. Martin). The transgene is called
sqh—Sqh::GFP (or mCherry), but we refer to MyoII::GFP (or mCherry) for the
encoded fluorescent proteins. peanut (pnut) encodes the Drosophila ortholog
of human Septin 7 (hSep7). For simplicity, we refer to Pnut/hSep7.We used the
pnutXP amorphic allele (Neufeld and Rubin, 1994).
Transgenes for Fluorescence Imaging
The following homozygous strains were used:
E-cad::GFPKI, a knockin line generated by homologous recombination
(Huang et al., 2009) and ubi—E-cad::GFP (from H. Oda).
sqhAX3; sqh—Sqh::GFP (from R. Karess), and sqhAX3; sqh—Sqh::mCherry
(from A. Martin).
sqhAX3; ubi—E-cad::GFP, sqh—Sqh::mCherry.(F–H) We measured the maximum junctional diameter at the onset of junction clea
calculated themaximumplane ingression rate 1 L/Lo (G) (n > 10) in embryoswith
of ingression at the maximum ingression point. Scale bars, 5 mm.
See also Figure S4 and Movie S7.
Developmnanos—GAL4, UAS—GAP43::mCherry, and nanos—GAL4, UAS—
GAP43::Venus.
We varied the amount of E-cad in embryos using three different genotypes:
Two copies: E-cad::GFPKI / E-cad::GFPKI.
One copy: E-cad::GFPKI/shg2.
Four copies: +, ubi—E-cad::GFP/+, ubi—E-cad::GFP, where + denotes
the endogenous shg locus expressing the wild-type (unlabeled) copy of
E-cadherin. This transgene expresses E-cad at roughly endogenous levels
according to Oda et al. The strong maternal expression (unlike endoge-
nous) causes a more than 2-fold overexpression in early and late embryos
(as seen in Figure S4).
Simultaneous live-cell imaging of mCherry::Pnut and MyoII::GFP was
carried out by crossing UASp—mCherry::Pnut (from M. Mavrakis, Lecuit
group) males with the recombinant matTub—GAL4, sqh-Sqh::GFP females
where matTub—GAL4 expresses GAL4 maternally. We imaged Anillin::GFP
using a UAS-Anillin::GFP transgene (gift of A. Wilde) under control of
matTub—GAL4. UtrophinABD::GFP was expressed under the sqh promoter
as described in Rauzi et al. (2010).vage Lo (upper panel) and at the end of junctional cleavage L (lower panel) and
different E-cad levels, anillinRNAi, and peanutRNAi. (F) and (H) show the angle
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flies (from Mavrakis, Lecuit group) with FRTG13 ovoD/Cyo flies (Bloomington).
The progeny was heat shocked in 48- to 72-hr-old larvae for 2 hr at 37C.
Construct
We fused mCherry to the N terminus of Pnut/hSep7 and cloned the resulting
cDNA in a UASp plasmid. The mCherry sequence was cloned upstream the
Gateway attR cassette, and mCherry-attR flanked by PmeI sites was subcl-
oned into the PmeI site of UASp-PmeI (a modified UASp vector where the
KpnI-BamHI sites have been replaced by a PmeI site), thus producing
a pUASp-mCherry Gateway destination vector. The entire open reading frame
of pnut (1,620 base pairs [bp]) was cloned into a Gateway entry clone, and
pUASp-mCherry::Pnut was then generated by standard Gateway recombina-
tion. All constructs were verified by sequencing.
RNA Interference
RNAi to a-cat and e-cad was performed using the same probe as described
in (Cavey et al., 2008) and (Rauzi et al., 2010), respectively. We generated by
PCR dsRNA probes directed against anillin and peanut using the following
primers. The underlined sequence is the T7 promoter. The sequence not
underlined corresponds to the template sequence. anillin 530 nucleotides
are between +948 and +1,478 from ATG. T7-ann-F3: TAATACGACTCACTA
TAGGGCCTTGGCGGATACCATCAATCAGT.T7-ann-R3: TAATACGACTCAC
TATAGGGTCGAACAGCTTCATCCGCTCCTT. Peanut: 421 nucleotides
between 129 and +292 from ATG. T7-Pnut 29F:TAATACGACTCACTATAG
GGAAGAGCTGGCGTAGGCGTGAC. T7-Pnut-429R:TAATACGACTCACTAT
AGGGCCTTCTCCTGCAGATCGTGGG.
Western Blot
We made extracts from around 20 embryos for both wild-type and anillin
RNAi. We loaded 4 and 10 ml (corresponding to two and five embryos, respec-
tively). We used the following primary antibodies: rabbit anti-Anillin (from J.Brill
1/1,000e) and mouse anti a-tubulin (from Roche 1/1,000e), which we used
as a loading control. Quantifications were conducted using the Image J (gel
module) freeware.
Immunofluorescence Microscopy
Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min and hand devitelli-
nized for phalloidin staining and postfixed in methanol for E-cad, b-cat/Arm,
aPKC, Par3/Baz, Zipper/MyoIIHC, GFP, and Pnut antibody stainings. Embryos
were heat fixed and postfixed in methanol for a-cat and b-cat/arm stainings.
For the double staining of Sqh::GFP and phalloidin, we observed the GFP fluo-
rescent signal.
We used the following antibodies: rat anti-E-cad antibody (1:10; DCAD2
concentrate, Hybridoma Bank), rat anti-a-Cat (1:50; DCAT1 concentrate,
HybridomaBank), mouse anti-b-cat/Arm (1:250; N2 7A1 Armadillo, Hybridoma
Bank), rabbit anti-aPKC (PKC-z (C-20) 1:250; Santa Cruz), rabbit anti-Par3/Baz
(1:1,000; gift from A. Wodarz), rabbit anti-Zipper (Myo II HC, 1:500; Lecuit
group), and chicken anti-GFP (1:1,000, Invitrogen).
F-actin stainings were done with Alexa 546 phalloidin (Molecular Probes)
for 10 min.
Live Imaging
Embryos were prepared as described in (Cavey and Lecuit, 2008) and imaged
in the lateral part of the head and in the cephalic furrow ingression region from
stage 8 or 10. Live imaging of all the embryos was performed with a spinning
disk confocal microscope using an oil 1003NA1.4 objective (Nikon) for the top
views or a water 603 1.2 NA objective (Nikon) for the lateral views.
Transmission Electron Microscopy
This was performed as detailed in (Levayer et al., 2011).
Nanoablation
The ablation system used was previously described (Cavey et al., 2008). We
used line ablation with a power laser at 800 (±20) mW for apical line ablation
in wild-type, a-cat RNAi, and pnutXP GLC embryos with a line speed at
27mm/s. To compare apical and basal relaxation, we performed ablation
with a line speed at 15 mm/s and two different laser powers because of the240 Developmental Cell 24, 227–241, February 11, 2013 ª2013 Elsevgreater absorption basally: 620 mW for apical ablations and 920 mW for basal
ablations. All the ablations were performed with an oil 1003 NA 1.4 objective
(Nikon).
For line ablation of neighboring cells we used the same settings.
Image Analysis and Quantifications
The details can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Statistics
All the error bars shown in the figures are SDs except for those in Figure 4E
and 4G, which correspond to SEMs. All the p values are calculated using a
nonparametric Mann-Whitney test (Matlab statistic toolbox): p < 0.001, highly
significantly different; p < 0.05, marginally significantly different; p > 0.05, not
significantly different.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information includes four figures, tenmovies, and Supplemental
Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.devcel.2013.01.010.
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